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Asset Transfers – Post Session Report 
Pull webinar title and brief description from the registrations page on the DPAS Support website. 

Presented by: 

 

Roland Smith, IT Training Specialist 

 

 

Q&A: 

Melanie Griffith, IT Training Specialist 

Duane Gore, IT Training Specialist 

Recording Location: 

DPAS Support: http://dpassupport.golearnportal.org  
Open Training / Webinar Archive and find the webinar under the AAA subject heading or search 
for the webinar title. 
(note: this link will only play the newest webinar on this topic) 

Screenshot: 

 

http://dpassupport.golearnportal.org/
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Session Statistics: 

Session Date March 27, 2013  

Number of Registered Attendees 75 

Number of Internal Attendees 7 
 

Poll Results: 

Did you find the content in this webinar useful? –  45 Responses 
Answer  Percent 
Extremely Useful – I learned a useful technique or tip  64% 
Somewhat Useful – This content was not new for me but is useful  29% 
Not Useful – I did not learn anything new  4% 
Other – I am providing a detailed answer in the chat pod  2% 
 

How would you rate the presentation? i.e. Speaker, Format –  47 Responses 
   

Answer  Percent 
Excellent – I would highly recommend this presentation to others  40% 
Good - I enjoyed this format and the interaction  47% 
Okay - The presentation needed some improvement  6% 
Poor - The presentation underperformed for me  2% 
Other – I am providing a detailed answer in the chat pod  4% 
 
What topic would you be most interested in for a future webinar? –  143 Responses 
   

Answer  Percent 
PA Asset Dispositions  34% 
PA Asset Receiving   21% 
PA Asset Transfers  16% 
PA Asset Updates  24% 
PA Inventory Basics/Advanced  29% 
PA Inventory Reconciliation  26% 
PA Improvement  5% 
PA CIP  11% 
PA Real Property  3% 
Reports and Forms  45% 
DPAS Security/Roles  26% 
Government Furnished Property (GFP)  21% 
Inquiries Basics  34% 
Warranty  13% 
Utilization   8% 
MU Work Orders  5% 
MU Dispatch  8% 
RFID Basics  11% 
WAWF  24% 
IUID  13% 
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Participant Questions and Comments: 

QUESTION: We currently received some equipment (two servers) that was originally provided by a 
contractor but was turned over to the command.  Will this sort of transfer be covered? 
ANSWER: He will not cover GFP in this webinar. There will be a Webinar on GFP on 24 Apr 
 
QUESTION: Since I've received this equipment, where can I go to learn if I've performed all the steps I 
need to do for a GFP? 
ANSWER: There is training out on the DPAS LMS that discusses how to deal with GFP. 
 
QUESTION: How do we transfer a component item to be an end item?  Basically, we have an item 
that can be both end item and component.  If we uninstalled it, how can we post that transaction? 
ANSWER: Once an item is a component, it cannot be made an end item unless you take it off the 
Property Book. When you transfer a component, it will have to be assigned to a Higher Assemblage 
on the gaining side. 
 
QUESTION: I understand, but if we have a spare component, there is no higher assemblage to assign 
it to.  In that case, how do we manage those items? 
ANSWER: The item would have to be removed from the property book and then added back on as an 
end item. In this case, you would have to use a new Asset Id. 
 
QUESTION: I have parachute in DPAS which is less than $5,000.00.  Why were they inputted in DPAS? 
ANSWER: Agency policy...may consider that item as pilferable. The DoD policy is $5000 but the 
Agency can say that ALL property be put in DPAS. 
 
QUESTION: So is it recommended to put all pilferable items regardless of the price, even Power tools, 
etc... 
ANSWER: Again, that is the Agency Policy. Janet, what Agency are you with? 
 
QUESTION: Regarding depreciation, I would enter the 300,000 in depreciation field and the remaining 
months in that field. 
ANSWER: The acquisition price of the asset would come over and any prior depreciation.  This will 
leave $300,000 remaining to depreciate and you can continue depreciation for the balance of the life 
of the asset.  You can also re-baseline the asset to change the method or time remaining to 
depreciate. 
 
QUESTION: How do we print all these transactions we’ve made. 
ANSWER: Do you mean the DD Form 1150? 
 
QUESTION: This is my first time using DPAS. So I need lot of training and have questions. 
ANSWER: The training is available on-line through our LMS. This will give you the information on the 
roles of DPAS. Also, the Navy has a support desk located in Norfolk. 
 
 
 


